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TRAINING: INITIAL SUCCESS, OR TOTAL FAILURE
By Andy Oppenheimer AIExpE MIABTI
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Allen Vanguard Counter-Threat Training
courses incorporate both JIEDDO lines
of operations and NATO Counter-Threat
doctrine.

Along with ‘Defeat the Device’ and ‘Attack
the Network’, the third – and arguably
most vital – leg of the EOD (Explosive
Ordnance Disposal) triad is ‘Train the
Force’. The many types of equipment
used in EOD–ROVs (remotely operated
vehicles – robots), detectors, disruptors,
jamming systems and protective kit –
are vital to protect EOD squads and
enable them to do their highly dangerous
work. Much of the equipment has been
developed rapidly to respond to TTPs
(tactics, techniques and procedures) of
terrorists and insurgents’ development
and deployment of IEDs. For every
countermeasure, a newly designed
or more powerful device can appear,
often within days or weeks – requiring
rapid training on the countermeasure
equipment. And in the Afghan and Iraq
theatres, despite all the new equipment
and great advances in technology,
dealing with IEDs in place still involves
finding them through dangerous foot
patrols and using handheld tools – and
taking The Long Walk.
The equipment is only as good as the
operator. And it is expensive – the US
Joint IED Defeat Organization (JIEDDO)
has spent around $40-50 billion on
jamming systems alone. New ROVs are
among the most complex pieces of kit in

military use – including on-board system
diagnostics with advanced detectors,
with which EOD squads must quickly
identify and analyse the explosive and
other aspects of the IED, and handheld control units which can display four
camera angles with multiple picture-inpicture views. The equipment can be
tested, but measuring effectiveness of
training is often less clear.

MEETING NEW DEMANDS

Increase in IEDs required the rapid
procurement and distribution of new
equipment and consequently training
for general users. Evidence from
Afghanistan suggests that a well-trained
private soldier utilising an appreciation of
atmospherics, ground sign awareness
(GSA) and threat assessment is often
more capable of detecting an IED than
any single piece of technology.
Heavy demand continues for EOD
assets to cope with IEDs deployed by
terrorists and criminals in civilian settings.
As well as rendering safe IEDs, prime
EOD tasks include search operations for
explosives secreted in large caches within
urban areas and rural hideouts, often
in booby-trapped premises containing
highly unstable materials and, possibly,
armed occupiers. The EOD operator also
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Tactical battlefield effect simulators from Cyalume Technologies produce high-realistic conditions for training.
The intense audible shock effect and visible shock effect replicate real detonation.

“US ARMY AND MARINE
CORPS PERSONNEL
EXPRESSED
THE DESIRE FOR
MORE TRAINING
IN HOMEMADE
EXPLOSIVES AND ARMY
AND NAVY PERSONNEL
REPORTED THAT THEY
NEEDED ADDITIONAL
ACCESS TO TRAINING
RANGES.”
- US GAO, APRIL 2013
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must ensure the safety of his team and
know how to assimilate information from
a number of sources.
A variety of skills is also needed to deal
with hostage situations, suicide threats
or possible hoaxes involving IEDs.
Specialised training has been developed
for EOD teams attached to police and
fire departments as well as with military
forces. It is hugely demanding and only
those who have shown practical and
mental abilities to cope with the many
demanding environments where IEDs
are encountered will become an EOD
Operator or High Risk Searcher in their
units, or on deployed operations.
While government spending is on
equipment and technocentric solutions,
there is often less expenditure on
training despite its relatively low cost. In
April 2013, a report by the US General
Accountability Office (GAO), Explosive
Ordnance Disposal: DOD Needs Better
Resource Planning and Joint Guidance to
Manage the Capability, said that constant
deployment of (EOD) personnel on
counter-IED missions is eroding training:
“Meeting the demands for EOD forces
in combat operations has negatively
affected EOD units’ personnel and ability
to train for other missions.” According to
the GAO, EOD personnel said they were
satisfied with the quality of their training
but wanted more training. But some

participants were concerned about not
being able to train with the same types of
equipment, such as robots, as they would
be using when deployed. Both US Army
and Marine Corps personnel expressed
the desire for more training in homemade
explosives and Army and Navy personnel
reported that they needed additional
access to training ranges.

TRAINING ON EQUIPMENT

Private companies providing EOD
training to UK/US military and civilian
standards
employ
time-served
instructors with a wealth of high-threat
experience from operational theatres
in Northern Ireland, the Balkans, and
more recently Afghanistan and Iraq.
Repeated training is necessary as the
threat changes and new technologies
are brought in, sometimes half-way
during pre-deployment training or when
troops are already deployed. Annual
generic C-IED training is now mandatory
for all Coalition personnel; specialist
C-IED equipment requires more training.
Training also increasingly focuses on
weapons intelligence, to gather evidence
from IEDs that have been rendered
safe, or from detonated ordnance for
forensic investigation – which in turn
helps to shut down the supply chains
providing the materials for terrorist
bomb-making.
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An example of speedy training on a
specific piece of equipment was the UK
Ministry of Defence (MoD) outsourcing of
training for a new handheld detector to
700 soldiers for a 10-week relief-in-place
period in Afghanistan. This left seven
weeks to design the course, organise
logistics of delivering a course to a large
audience, and supply trained operators.
OPTIMA Defence & Security Ltd was
contracted to train the personnel, with
690 deemed competent at the end of
the training – with the knowledge and
expertise to use a new piece of C-IED kit.
Brigadier Duncan Capps, Commander
Joint Forces Support, Op HERRICK,
who watched the training first-hand,
said: “The training has played a key
role in preparing the force; helping to
deliver life-saving capability to the
soldiers deployed on Op HERRICK 18.”
The course won the award for Best
Counter-IED/Successful
Deployment
Initiative at the 2013 Counter Terror Expo
Excellence Awards. The partnership
with MoD demonstrated the benefits of
contractor-delivered C-IED capability
development.

ENHANCING REALISM

As with all military and first response
training, making the scenarios realistic is
vital. At the US Naval School of Explosive
Ordnance Disposal (NAVSCOLEOD),
which provides advanced EOD training
to 2,100 selected US government
personnel each year, the IED Division
has increased realism in its EOD training.
This includes robot training lanes, a
structure to simulate night operations
for training with the EOD robot, and
an obstacle course for students to
manoeuvre through while wearing the
bomb suit – which with blast plates can
weigh up to 26 kg. Multiple updates were
also made to simulated scenarios to
provide additional realism. The three new
obstacle courses, three emplacement
lanes, including roadways, culverts and
five test lanes are meant to familiarise the
students with manoeuvring robots over
and under obstacles, up staircases, down
ramps and through tunnels. The students
operate the robots in search procedures,
device location, render-safe procedures
and evidence collection. According to US
Army Capt. Nicholas Drury, IED Division
officer in charge, “Until recently, the area
that now contains the robot training lanes

was covered with trees. Staff, trainees
and instructors volunteered to construct
training lanes from material that wasn’t
being used.”
From one training day on the previously
makeshift training lanes, trainees now
spend three days working with the robots.
A bomb suit familiarisation obstacle
course is constructed using excess
materials and provides the opportunity to
don a bomb suit and learn its capabilities,
limitations, and to improve on dexterity
and situational awareness while in the
bomb suit. Suited-up trainees traverse
through low and high bars, walk up and
down a flight of stairs, and continue
through a culvert to place a designated
tool – and a chief learning objective is to
learn when it is safe to remove the suit.
The course syllabus requires trainees
to consider multiple factors, including
rendering safe ordnance and minimising
explosive effects on the surrounding
areas and personnel – to consider the
property and the safe evacuation of
people, as well as how to interact with
local witnesses and law enforcement.
One scenario features a bus depot
complete with ticket counter, luggage,
computer, phones, lockers – and a
bus. A training site representing a mudhut village is complete with vehicles,
fake animals, sleeping quarters and
a room used to construct home-made
IEDs. Other sites have a bank, church,
petrol station, coffee shop, post office,
restaurant, pub, hardware store in a mall
setting, and also a homemade explosives
laboratory – which provides multiple

Cyalume suicide vest simulator can
be worn during a training scenario and
detonated without any injury to the
wearer or other trainees. The ‘bomb’
consists of two reservoirs – one of
compressed air and one of powder
– attached to a rubber diaphragm.
Electromagnetic valves allow the
diaphragm to be rapidly filled with air and
powder when detonation is simulated.
The result is a loud bang and a lot of
simulated smoke. The simulators are
reusable.

Training at Allen Vanguard with inert
explosives and other materials for IEDs.
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carriage, buses and cars. A search
centre replicates offices, kitchens,
living areas, bathrooms and attics for
Search and IEDD training and the sand
pit is used for EOD Clearance practical
exercises. Small and medium-sized
derelict buildings have wild surroundings
suitable for practice search operations.
Search training involves simulation of
hostage situations and other emergency
incidents.

HIGH THREAT DISABLEMENT,
HAZMAT AND CBRN

Navy Chief Petty Officer Zach
Holzhausen (right) watches a member of
the Yemen EOD team place a portable
X-ray machine near a simulated IED
during training in Sana’a, Yemen.
Members of the U.S. Navy’s EOD
team attached to the Combined Joint
Task Force-Horn of Africa from Camp
Lemonier, Djibouti, are training with
members of Yemen’s Ministry of the
Interior EOD team.

DoD photo by Staff Sgt. Stacy L. Pearsall,
U.S. Air Force.

“OUR TEAM HAVE BEEN
ON THE FRONTLINE,
AND CAN THEREFORE
UNDERSTAND THE
CHALLENGES FACING
SOLDIERS AND THE
IMPORTANCE OF BEING
PREPARED AND READY
FOR ANYTHING.”
– KEITH HAMMOND, OPTIMA

The UK MoD outsourced training for a
new handheld detector C-IED training to
700 soldiers for a 10-week relief-in-place
period in Afghanistan. OPTIMA Defence
& Security Ltd trained 697 personnel in
the knowledge and expertise to use the
new piece of C-IED detection kit.
Photo credit: Optima Defence & Security Ltd
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challenges for EOD search teams (such
as the Escondido Incident in California
in November 2010). Students are also
trained how to observe not only the items
in the rooms they enter, but to respond
to booby traps. This level of training may
of course be repeated in other countries
or have already been instigated in other
militaries.
The UK Centre for Homeland Security
(CHS) incorporates the International
School for Security & Explosives
Education (ISSEE), which delivers
commercial explosives and counterterrorism training at its bespoke training
facility near Salisbury. Facilities for
EOD training scenarios are simulated
in 55 acres of hard-standing, grass and
woodlands, search houses, railway

Clearance and disposal operations that
include high-threat disablement (HTD)
require training in hazardous materials,
firearms
and
hostage
situations,
operations with CBRN, advanced
diagnostics, hostage handling, and
integrated operations with aviation, firefighting, transit and canine teams. Gas
monitors, for instance, are employed
when tactical teams enter a facility or
areas where there could be a chemical
release. They must identify volatile
organic compounds, oxygen, lower
explosive limit and toxic industrial
chemicals. Importantly, the team must
know how to interpret the data. If the
explosive level rises too far, the use of
automatic weapons could have fatal
consequences.
Such personnel have to be available
almost at any time to respond to an
emergency, and cross-training and
maintenance training are also required.
Such training is, however, expensive,
so may not be adequately funded.
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And as there are fortunately relatively
few CBRN incidents involving EOD
teams, they must gain much of that
specific experience through training
sessions.

TRAINING MATERIALS

As well as offering EOD training courses,
a select number of companies produce
‘Hollywood’-level
realistic
materials
and devices for Counter-IED training.
These include whole IEDs in multiple
disguise and packaging, suicide belts,
and every imitation explosive and
initiation mechanism known to man and
beast. Inert Products and Explosive
Risk Management make an array of
realistic educational tools, training and
devices which are certified as Free From
Explosives (FFE) -- from inert simulated
explosives and demolition devices, inert
IEDs and detonators, customised IED
training kits, replica dummy weapons,
and materials such as large classroom
posters, diagrams, books, and videos.
Training aids are based on real IEDs –
some totally handmade for authenticity
but safety is paramount. Trainees also
learn how to make their own devices as
terrorists are constantly changing their
TTPs.
Tactical Electronics provides its own
MicroAXE© circuitry to provide arming
delay for ease of setup, a triggered
tone if the device functions during the
exercise, and will re-arm automatically so
the exercise can continue uninterrupted.
If the device is ‘triggered’, the MicroAXE©
provides a ‘chirp code feedback’ to indicate

why it functioned. Training aids test an
operator’s ability to recognise and
deal with booby-trapped devices and
situations, and how to deal with VBIEDs –
how to access the vehicle compartments
without causing detonation. The company
also provides fully functional CBR
training aids designed to dynamically
disperse a liquid or powdered agent on
being triggered.
Above all combining the technologies
with experience is the prime aim, and
being able to spot ‘the presence of the
abnormal’ – oddities and anomalies
in a scene or area which indicates
possible IED emplacement or terrorist
activity. So the EOD tech also needs to
have something that is absolutely vital
which may not be trainable: intuition. ■

The Ammunition Technician is the British
Army’s expert in explosives, counterterrorist bomb disposal, and everything
associated with ammunition.

“ON DAY 16 OF
TRAINING, I HAD TO
WEAR THE BOMB SUIT
AND INVESTIGATE
SUSPICIOUS ITEMS
AT A MOBILE HOME
PARK. IT WAS A PRETTY
REALISTIC SCENARIO
DRAWN FROM A REALWORLD SITUATION.”

– US ARMY SPC.
NATHANIAL PEKARSKI, STUDENT
AT THE NAVAL SCHOOL OF
EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE
DISPOSAL (NAVSCOLEOD)
IMPROVISED EXPLOSIVE DEVICE
(IED) DIVISION

C-IED training delivered to personnel as
part of in-theatre training in Afghanistan.
Photo credit: Optima Defence & Security Ltd
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ATO COURSES
The Army School of Ammunition premier courses are for Ammunition
Technical Officers (ATO) and Ammunition Technicians (AT) of the
Royal Logistic Corps (RLC).
The ATO course trains officers of the RLC and associated NATO and
Commonwealth countries partly at the College of Management and
Technology at Shrivenham (part of the Defence Academy), UK. The ATO
short course is outlined here:
http://www.cranfield.ac.uk/cds/shortcourses/ammotechofficers.html

ISSEE COURSES
Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs) Awareness
This course is intended to raise students’ awareness of IEDs, their
components, effects and associated hazards, and to be able to assess
effective cordon and evacuation distances.

The International School for Security &
Explosives Education (ISSEE) delivers
commercial explosives and counterterrorism training for students from
military, police and civil agencies to study
for qualifications in EOD.

Improvised Explosive Devices Disposal (IEDD) Technician
This 20-day intensive course has been designed to provide the requisite
skills to participants who are responsible for the safe disposal of Improvised
Explosive Devices.
Post- Bomb Scene Management
This 10-day course is to provide the student with the knowledge required
to recover evidence from a scene, working to multi-agency working
practices.
Weapons Intelligence Team Training (Joint IED Exploitation)
A 15-day course to enable a team member to conduct post-blast scene
examination, recover evidence and provide analysis of methodology.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

IEDD Refresher Training Course
This 10-day course is to update the student in the skills required to operate
in a competent manner when disposing of an IED.
Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV) Course
This 3-day course is to instruct the student in the safe deployment of
Remotely Operated Vehicles during Render Safe Procedures, and to
conduct Explosive Ordnance Reconnaissance (EOR).

Andy Oppenheimer AIExpE MIABTI is
an independent consultant in counterterrorism. He is Editor of CBNW
(Chemical, Biological & Nuclear Warfare),
an Associate Member of the Institute
of Explosives Engineers, a Member of
the International Association of Bomb
Technicians & Investigators, and author
of IRA: the Bombs and the Bullets (Irish
Academic Press, 2008) and the IEDs
and CBRN Modules for St Andrews
University’s Certificate of Terrorism
Studies course.
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Introduction to Manual Techniques
This 10-day course is to introduce the student to the techniques required
to manually neutralise Improvised Explosive Devices in a competent
manner.
Booby Trap Devices Course
This 10-day course is designed to prepare students to be able to identify
and deal with booby-traps and to carry out the necessary first response to
ensure the safety of others.
CBRN IEDD Course
This course prepares students in the theory of CBRN materials, introducing
them to CBRN equipment and practising them in the render safe procedure
options.

